Do I Need Help?
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If you have no children, few assets and relatively comparable income then a
DIY divorce is possible, though there are challenges. DIY divorces often end
up back in court with long-term expenses that could have been avoided.

Can I Use a Mediator?
Our mediation process is unique. It lets individuals negotiate their own
settlement and potential tax and financial consequences post divorce. It
works well for more amicable divorces where couples want to do it
themselves but need help navigating the more difficult topics.

Do I Need a Lawyer?
Attorney representation becomes necessary in highly contentious divorce
scenarios, or when couples benefit from legal advice as they utilize nonattorney options.

DIVORCE IS
DIFFICULT

Will Life Ever Be Normal Again?
It can be, yes! The entire focus of our team, process, tools and events is to
help you find your way back to a happier, healthier and more successful
life!

Where Do I Start?
By understanding the process. From our 70+ years of experience, knowing
what decisions you will face, the information you need to make the right
long term decisions for you, and if/when to involve trustworthy experts is
the single greatest change agent in your divorce process. Contact us today
for a compltely confidential and completely free consultation.
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DIVORCE PROCESS
The process of divorce is difficult and emotions can run high. Our goal is to be there with you
through the entire process whether you need help with only one step or the entire process.
Contact us today and we can pair you with the appropriate expert based on your needs.

Stabalize Your

Sell Your Home

Finances

Attorney or
Non-Attorney
Options

Find a New Home

Plan for the
Future

THERE IS
ANOTHER
WAY
Our monthly seminar allows you to become equipped
with the tools you need, when you need them by
having your questions answered in person. It is on the
second Saturday of each month and is open to
everyone.
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I highly recommend this group of
professionals to help guide you
through the divorce process. Their
divorce seminars will answer all
your questions!
Mark W.
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MEET OUR TEAM

Leslie Garske
Mediation

Chris Basler
Attorney

Michelle Oddo
Mortgage

Tiffany Hughes
Mortgage

Damon Chavez
Realtor

Laura Kendrick
Attorney

Angela Konigsbauer
Realtor

Tracie Romero
Insurance

Wanda Norge
Mortgage

Tara Eisenhard
Mediation

Visit Us Today at DivorceAdviceColorado.com

